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ALL SETTINGS

ASSEMBLY

CLASSROOM

PLAYGROUND

EATING

TOILETS

RESPECTFUL:
Environment,
Property,
Yourself,
Others

-Wear the correct school
uniform
-Know and apply school
expectations
-Use polite manners and
language
-Be empathetic to others
-Dispose of rubbish
appropriately
-Take care of plants, trees,
creatures
-Keep classrooms and
grounds tidy
-Be aware and stay out of
out of bounds areas
-Use sports gear
appropriately
-Ask permission before you
use others’ property
-Use all property, including
digital property
appropriately
-Make good choices
-Look after property
-Always try your best
-Be honest
-Be accountable for your
actions

-Walk up proudly to
receive awards
-Be a respectful
listener
S-sit up straight
H - hands to
yourself
I-in your own space
N- no noise
E-eyes on the
speaker

-Listen to the
teacher and other
students
-Use an inside voice
-Respect other’s
space

-Take turns
-Have shared rules

-Respect others
food
-Pick up any rubbish
-Wait to be
dismissed

-Respect others’
privacy
-Use the toilets
correctly

-Applaud sensibly
-Enter and exit the
hall quietly
S- stand up straight
H-hands at your
sides
I - in your own
space
N - no noise
E- eyes forward
-Walk to the front
quickly and proudly
-Sing

-Use equipment
sensibly
-Be an active
listener
-Be organised and
prepared for the day
-Avoid distractions
-Be mindful of
others’ learning
-Be confident to take
risks and make
mistakes

-Take care of the
environment
-Take turns
-Choose appropriate
activities
-Make sure
everyone
understands and
follows the rules
-Inform duty teacher
of any problems
-Pick up litter

-Stay seated while
eating
-Move quickly to
classroom or eating
area when the bell
rings
-Keep your rubbish
till the end of eating
time
-Make healthy
eating choices

-Use toilets during
break times
-Have permission to
go
-Return to class
quickly
-Aim, go, flush,
wash, dry, leave
-Use supplies and
equipment properly
-Keep toilets clean
and tidy
-Wash hands with

RESPONSIBLE

INCLUSIVE

-Welcome, accept and
appreciate everyone
-Care about how others
feel
-Acknowledge and
celebrate diverse cultures
and differences
-Greet all adults/visitors
politely when appropriate

enthusiastically
-Face the front

-Report any misuse
of ICT equipment

-Applaud and
celebrate successes
appropriately

-Share resources
-Share your
knowledge and skill
-Make sure no one
is left out

-Value everyone for
their uniqueness

-Include others
whenever possible
-Share equipment
with others when
possible
-Be encouraging
and use polite
manners and
language

soap and water
-Dispose any items
appropriately
-If you are a buddy
of a new student,
show them where
the toilets are

